What’s wrong with scientific publishing and how we can fix it
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There are a lot of problems with scientific publishing that have become more obvious to scientists in recent
years. The most important of these is undoubtedly the so-called “replication crisis” in many scientific
disciplines, most prominently in psychology. This term refers to the fact that a surprisingly large number
of studies have not been reproduced by other researchers in the years (if not decades) since they were first
conducted. Though some authors argue that these failures may themselves be spurious, and that more
studies are needed to determine whether the effect is a real one, (Maxwell et al., 2015) it is clear that most
studies published in respected peer-reviewed journals do not stand the test of time. Ioannidis famously
documented this fact in a 2005 paper,(Ioannidis, 2005) and further evidence of it has been provided by more
studies in the years since then (e.g. (201, 2015),(Begley and Ellis, 2012)(Prinz et al., 2011)). Here, I propose
5 measures that I think the scientific community should adopt if they want to try to address this problem,
as they undoubtedly do.
My proposed solutions are as follows:
1. End the practice of issuing press releases for primary studies.
By this I mean to suggest that research centers/universities should completely stop issuing press releases
for new research studies that are not review articles/meta-analyses. This is because we know that
most published studies reporting a finding are wrong,(Ioannidis, 2005) and that this phenomenon, at least in
medicine, is due in large part to the desire to “publish or perish”.(Begley and Ioannidis, 2014) In psychology,
a major contributor to the so-called “replication crisis” is grant culture, which incentivizes questionable research practices and discourages direct replication attempts,(Lilienfeld, 2017) as well as publication bias.(Etz
and Vandekerckhove, 2016) The media shouldn’t be exacerbating this problem by breathing down scientists’
necks and eagerly asking them what their latest positive study is so they can run a news story about it.
Science should be done by scientists for other scientists, and should not be displayed or packaged in an
entertaining way until the findings regarding the phenomenon being studied are definitive. Unfortunately,
this means that the general public will have to wait rather longer before being able to repeat the findings of
a single study as though they were conclusively proven. But this is undoubtedly a worthy price to pay for
having the integrity of science protected from a media that cares only about getting as much publicity for
its reporting as possible.
2. Make peer review an automated process.
Peer review is way too important a process to let fallible, easily error- and bias-prone humans be controlling
it. Research has shown that reviewers do not detect the majority of major errors in papers submitted to
journals, even at prestigious ones like BMJ.(Schroter et al., 2008) There needs to be an objective way to
judge the quality of a manuscript so that whether it is or isn’t worthy of publication can be determined by
an algorithm. This might involve adapting a tool like that of Bartoli et al., which was originally designed
to create fake reviews of real papers,(Bartoli et al., 2016) to create real reviews of such papers according to
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established criteria for assessing study quality. These criteria include the Jadad scale(1) and Pedro scale(de,
2009) (both for clinical trials). For systematic reviews (SRs) and meta-analyses (MAs) one may compare a
submitted manuscript to the PRISMA guidelines.(pri)
3. Create a registry for all planned research studies in all academic disciplines.
Such a registry would include not only all the clinical trials found at websites like clinicaltrials.gov, or the
AEA’s registry of economics trials at socialscienceregistry.org, but also studies in all other disciplines–not
just medicine or economics. It would also include systematic reviews/meta-analyses that a researcher(s) was
planning on conducting, meaning that it would also include listings on SR/MA databases like PROSPERO,
DARE, and the Cochrane Library’s protocols. This would be beneficial because it would encourage scientists
to freely share their ideas for research, which would help advance the progress of science as a whole. I imagine
that this registry would also not allow anyone to delete a submission, which would make it obvious if they had
decided not to pursue one of their ideas past a certain point (eg writing up or submitting the manuscript),
thereby cutting down on publication bias. This would be expected to be beneficial because it is known that
publication bias in the social sciences results from researchers not writing up or submitting non-positive
results.(Franco et al., 2014)
4. Share all the data.
This is similar to a recent recommendation by Shrout & Rodgers, who recommended that psychologists “. . .
adopt open science conventions of preregistration and full disclosure and that replication efforts be based on
multiple studies rather than on a single replication attempt.”(Shrout and Rodgers, 2018) This touches on
the point made by Maxwell et al. (2015) regarding the question of whether a contradictory result is really a
“failure to replicate”. You can’t really be sure of whether it is or not until more studies have been done to
examine whether the effect reported in the first study is real, and when these studies’ methodological quality
has become apparent. This does not happen nearly as quickly as many in this field would undoubtedly like.
As it happens, some researchers have already begun an effort in pursuit of the laudable goals of openness
and transparency, so that all scientists may have an equal opportunity to try to reproduce someone else’s
findings. This effort is known as the Transparency and Openness Promotion (TOP) Guidelines, published by
the Center for Open Science.(gui) Over 5,000 journals and organizations have already signed the guidelines,
and I encourage more of them to do so.
5. Quality, not quantity
Psychologist Scott O. Lilienfeld (2017) recently criticized his fellow psychologists’ “grant culture”, which, he
argues, is promoted by institutional factors throughout the discipline. These factors include, according to
Lilienfeld, “incentives for engaging in questionable research practices” and “researchers promising more than
they can delive”. These problems are not unique to psychology, as Begley & Ioannidis (2014) noted. They
result in part from powerful incentives that encourage researchers to publish new studies, not replicate old
ones, and to publish positive results, not neutral or negative ones. This is often summed up in the phrase
“publish or perish”, and Lilienfeld argues that it exerts its negative effects through an ” . . . emphasis on
external funding as an expectation or de facto requirement for faculty tenure and promotion ”.
Moreover, the increasing number of high-impact journals publishing studies that get lots of media attention
has also helped encourage scientists to want to compete for this attention. To quote Begley & Ioannidis: “. . . the sheer magnitude of high-profile studies creates a challenge for any investigator to remain
current. . . In the preclinical arena, there seems to be a wide-spread conscious or unconscious belief that a
rigorous research process, that follows what most would consider standard scientific methodology (blinding,
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repeating experiments, inclusion of positive and negative controls, use of validated reagents, etc.), may stifle
the creative, innovative act of discovery. That is clearly not the case.”
What, then, is to be done to encourage researchers to produce better studies rather than more that just
happen to be published on high-profile topics in high-impact journals? A universal set of guidelines regarding
how to conduct a specific type of investigation should not only exist, as many such guidelines already do,
but should be compulsory if someone wants to publish something in a reputable journal. Then decisions to
reward scientists (e.g. with tenure or other academic promotions, or with more funding) should be made
on both whether their studies are high-quality and on whether they can be replicated using similarly highquality methodologies. As others have already noted, the current system too often rewards scientists with
higher citation counts for their papers, a practice with little empirical support behind it.(Michalska-Smith
and Allesina, 2017)
Concluding remarks
In short, the way science currently operates incentivizes scientists to conduct sloppy research quickly and,
if they get a positive result, submit it to a respected journal, which will then want to publish it because of
its positive result (assuming it’s about a topic that is interesting to the public). There are few fields where
a meritocracy, where the question of whether one’s research stands the test of time, should be a greater
factor in employment decisions than in academia. Again, this will take longer, much like waiting to publicize
research until its results are definitive will also require a much longer time to wait. Why do it? Because
this will improve the confidence scientists can have in their results, and reduce the amount of time (not to
mention money) that they spend following red herrings originating from flawed, attention-grabbing studies.
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